
I f you want to enhance your plant quality and yields over time, then 
you owe it to yourself to use the secret of “compound improvement” 

with your crop cycles…
Much like Albert Einstein called compound interest, “the most pow-

erful force in the universe” – these small, continuous improvements at 
each phase of a multi-part process yield a very powerful, impressive  
end result.

Which means: If you improve each and every phase of your crop cycle, 
you’ll see a compounded improvement in overall yields.

So how do you accomplish such a (seemingly) impossible task?

12 Plant PhD’s Reveal The Secret To  
Amplifying Your Harvest…
Dr. Savov is the head of 12 PhD’s working for Advanced Nutrients in a 
leading Bulgarian research lab… and… he simply found multiple ways 
to improve upon each stage of the two-part process of growing plants. 

 “The secret”, says Dr. Savov, “is we implement the Japanese en-
gineering principle of continuous improvement – called casein – into 
developing a better 2-part premium bloom base fertilizer. The principle 
of casein states that small, continual improvements at each step of a 
multi-part process equals a much larger, compounded total increase in 
performance in the final product.” 

In the end, it worked exceptionally well to achieve a better, com-
pounded yield …

How To Achieve Better Growth And Bloom 
Enhancement, With One Simple Formula…
First, the objective was to improve upon the actual ingredients used in 
the 2-part formula. The idea was to give you better “Building Blocks” for 
your plants to get more satisfying yields, better color, a stronger aroma 
and maximum potency. This was the first stage the team improved upon.

Next, they wanted to enhance your plant’s abilities to absorb these 
nutrients because having the highest quality ingredients without ensuring 
your plants can fully absorb them is worthless. It was discovered many 
growers aren’t seeing better yields with other fertilizers because their 
plants may not be able to effectively absorb the nutrients being used.

It’s only logical… that… improving the absorption abilities of your 
plant greatly compounds the effectiveness of the high quality ingredi-
ents being used! 

Lastly, in an effort to enhance every part of your plant’s deepest core 
levels of plant bloom metabolism and floral production, the scientists 
developed a proprietary blend of ingredients to meet these objectives.

Let’s examine how these phases were improved while developing the 
ultra-premium, 2-part bloom base nutrient for Grand Master Growers – 
CONNOISSEUR!

Instead of using low-quality, questionable ingredients – the team at 
Advanced Nutrients invested heavily in combining high-quality ingredi-

ents (ingredients, to our knowledge, no other company uses because of 
the high cost to both source and manufacture these ingredients!)

Do This One Simple Thing And Upgrade 
Your Plant’s Absorption Abilities  
Automatically…
To start with, the calcium and magnesium used in CONNOISSEUR A and 
B are chelated so you get upgraded absorption and uptake of these 
ingredients into your plants. 

What’s more, Advanced Nutrients has also invested heavily into 
selecting only the optimum macro-nutrients to be used in CONNOIS-
SEUR to enhance your plant’s bloom phase… keep them in bloom phase 
longer… and  enhance their yield during this critical time!

Grand Master Growers Swear
By This Scientific Breakthrough…
If you count on your plants to make you money, you’re going to  
love CONNOISSEUR! 

Here’s why commercial growers of rare and high-value plants love 
this comprehensive hydroponics fertilizer formula…

 • You enhance your bloom phase without increasing bloom time!

 • You encourage flowering and upgraded yields… which means… 
increased earning potential per plant!

Grand Master Growers Everywhere
Prove This New Japanese Engineering 
Breakthrough Is The “Secret” To Amplify  
Aroma, Taste, Potency And Total Yield…

Then when you get home, follow the simple, step-by-step direc-
tions included to put it to the test with your plants. Then watch in 
amazement as you see your flowers go through all their phases like 
never before!

The only thing left will be answering all your friends’ questions 
about what you’re doing when they want to know what’s causing 
the enhanced growth … maximized taste … and amazing color in 
your plants.  

At that point you have two options: you can tell them your secret 
— CONNOISSEUR — or you can leave them guessing … either way 
… you’ll get to enjoy the looks on their faces as they sample your 
best harvest ever!

          Go to your local hydroponics store and pick up your 
Connoisseur today! 

www.advancednutrients.com/Connoisseur

 • You maximize aroma, taste, and great color in your plants… 
which means… you get more satisfied and repeat customers!

 • The bottom line? You can get more profits per each crop cycle!

Why Not Give CONNOISSEUR
A Risk-Free Try Today?
 • You’ve seen how the proprietary 2-part fertilizer formula was 

developed by a team of 12 PhD’s working for one of the leading 
plant growing research laboratories in the world…

 • You’ve seen how the unique principle of small continuous im-
provements to each phase of the 2-step base formula produces a 
more powerful, compounded formula for your plants…

	 • You’ve seen just a few of the high-quality ingredients that went 
into the CONNOISSEUR blend…

 • And you know Advanced Nutrients fully stands behind 
CONNOISSEUR and every other product they produce with their 
No-risk 100% Money Back Guarantee. Either you’re ecstatic 
about the results you get in your plants – or you get your 
money back.

Follow These Simple Steps To Test 
CONNOISSEUR For Yourself Today…
First, make sure there’s enough space in your grow room so you can 
enjoy the finished results of your next harvest … 

Next, simply go to your favorite retail shop that carries Advanced 
Nutrients products and tell them you want to try out CONNOISSEUR 
risk-free.

Read what growers are saying about Connoisseur:

Jason Frank   “I love Advanced Nutrients’ Connoisseur A&B, it gives me the 
best base nutrients to give to my plants in any stage they may be in!!!”
June 27, 2011

Joseph Bates   “Connoisseur!!!! It’s worth it. And while you’re at it bump up 
to Hammerhead. A true PK booster.”
June 21, 2011

Kevin Hessler   “I love Advanced Nutrients!! I’ve tried ALL the other brands 
& A.N. silly out does them all! Connoisseur & BIG BUD produce AMAZING 
results!!”
July 9, 2011

http://www.advancednutrients.com/connoisseur

